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KEY BENEFITS

Classifier Overview

“You can’t be following best 
practice in today’s world  without 
doing data classification. Data 

classification makes efficiencies 
inevitable… if you are not 

leveraging classification data,  
you are working too hard.” 

Renee Murphy, 
Principal Analyst, Forrester 

Research Inc.

1. Engage Users

3. Increase Accountability 4. Optimize Security Technology

2. Increase Awareness

•  Fully customizable interface

•  Simple classification label selection

•  Single click classification functionality

•   Users are responsible for selecting the 

appropriate classification based upon 

their knowledge of the content

•   Working with best-of-breed technology 

providers to deliver data classification 

as part of a complete solution

•   Application of visual markings to documents

•   Attachment inventories maintain awareness 

of original content, even when printed

Fortra's Classifier Suite enables organizations to 
better manage and control their data, streamline 
operational performance, and improve return on 
technology investment.

We’re entering a new era of data protection – one that promises ever greater 

protection for data subjects, tighter regulatory oversight and even larger fines  

for non-compliance.

While data classification offers an increasingly persuasive answer to the 

questions of unintended data leakage, it doesn’t stop here. With Gartner 

pointing to rapidly growing adoption, the benefits of effectively categorizing 

data go far beyond protection.

Data classification extends the value and efficacy of your wider data security 

and governance ecosystem – adding new levels of intelligence to data loss 

prevention and data archiving solutions, to name just two. All of which drives 

greater levels of return across your data protection investments. Ultimately 

though, data classification allows data security controls, rules, and policies to 

be more easily and consistently enforced.
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Classifier Overview

About Fortra
Fortra is a cybersecurity company like no other. We’re creating a simpler, stronger future for our 
customers. Our trusted experts and portfolio of integrated, scalable solutions bring balance and 

control to organizations around the world. We’re the positive changemakers and your relentless ally to 
provide peace of mind through every step of your cybersecurity journey. Learn more at fortra.com.Fortra.com
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Fortra Datasheet

What Does Classifier Suite Include? 
• 	Email	Classifier	- Adds Message classification capabilities to Microsoft Outlook or Lotus Notes.

• 	Office	Classifier	- Incorporates data classification into the primary productivity tools of Microsoft Office, including Outlook, 

Outlook Web App, Exchange, SharePoint, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio, and Project.

• File	Classifier	- DCS provides users with the means to classify any file held in Windows File Store and review its classification 

status.

• 	Power	Classifier	- Build classification into routine tasks using Fortra’s Power Classifier for Files.

• Classifier	Mail	add-in	for	OWA – Classify emails within Microsoft Outlook Web App.

• CAD	Classifier – Classify design documents from creation for AutoCAD and DraftSight.

• Mac	Classifier – Supports each user in correctly classifying documents and emails as they are worked on within the Microsoft 

Office for Mac applications.

• Notes	Classifier – Adds message classification capabilities to Lotus Notes.

• Exchange	Classifier – Enhanced external data control and safer collaboration. 

• SharePoint	Classifier – Adds classification capabilities to Microsoft SharePoint documents. 

• Reporting – Monitor and report on classification events and how classified data is handled so you have full knowledge of user 

behavior and insights to inform your security strategy. 

Additional Products

Fortra’s DCS for Data at Rest offers data discovery and protection for data at rest via our Data Detection Engine, which identifies 

and automatically handles personally identifiable information (PII). 

SAFEmail Military Messaging enhances COTS Microsoft Outlook and Exchange message functionality to support Medium and High 

Grade messaging within defense and intelligence applications. 

Enterprise Address Book Multi Directory enhances Microsoft Outlook to provide users with a powerful, flexible way to search and 

explore address books across multiple LDAP directories such as Active Directory, IBM Notes, and IBM Domino. 

Get Started Today

To request a demo of Classifier Suite and discuss your data classification requirements with our team, visit Fortra.com. 
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